The industry’s most authoritative collection of technical resources for technicians

ISA offers the expert-written technical publications and content that technicians need to succeed and stay ahead in the fast-moving world of automation and control.

This comprehensive collection:

- Combines ISA’s popular Technician Guide Series with other technical resources that serve as indispensable informational tool kits and reference guides.
- Provides peer-reviewed technical content authored by leading subject matter experts.
- Covers all essential real-world technician skills.
- Incorporates all facets of and latest advances in: automation and control system design, implementation and maintenance, safety systems, industrial data communications, cybersecurity, and much more.
- Assists in preparing for ISA’s Certified Control Systems Technician® (CCST) certification exams.
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The Condensed Handbook of Measurement and Control, Fourth Edition
N. E. Battikha

Control Systems Safety Evaluation & Reliability, Third Edition
William M. Goble

Electrical Instruments in Hazardous Locations, Fourth Edition
Ernest Magison

Fundamentals of Industrial Control, Second Edition
D. A. Coggan

Good Tuning: A Pocket Guide, Fourth Edition
Gregory K. McMillan

Instrumentation and Control Systems Documentation, Second Edition
Frederick A. Meier and Clifford A. Meier

Maintenance of Instruments & Systems, Second Edition
Lawrence D. Goettsche

Industrial Data Communications, Fifth Edition
Lawrence (Larry) M. Thompson and Tim Shaw

Measurement and Control Basics, Fifth Edition
Thomas A. Hughes

Preventive Maintenance, Third Edition
J. D. Patton, Jr.

Programmable Controllers, Fourth Edition
Thomas A. Hughes
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Michael D. Whitt

Tuning of Industrial Control Systems, Third Edition
Armando B. Corripio, PhD, PE, and Michael Newell

Wireless Networks for Industrial Automation, Fourth Edition
Dick Caro
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